
	

 
Welcome	to	LEARNING	AT	HOME!	

	
In	these	activities	we	will	be	investigating	

materials	and	their	properties.	
	

YOU	WILL	NEED:	
	

•	A	pen	or	pencil	
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What Are Materials?What Are Materials?What Are Materials?What Are Materials?
All around us there are lots of objects 

and they are all made from materials.

The pictures on 
this page show 

different materials.

A material is 
something that 
can be made into 
something else.

Wool

Plastic

Rock

Wood

Metal

Glass



What materials are the objects 
on this page made from?

Can you match each object to 
one of the materials on page 2? 
(The answers are at the bottom of the page.)

Glove

Spoon

Marbles

Statue

Toy bricks

Bowl

Play
ing 

card
s

Answers: The toy bricks are plastic; the statue is 
made of rock; the glove is made of wool; the dog bowl 
is metal; the marbles are glass; the spoon and playing 

cards are made from wood.  



Let’s Investigate Let’s Investigate 
PropertiesProperties

The objects made from 
a material can have 
these properties, too.

Cardboard box 
not waterproof

plastic cups  
not see-through

Materials have properties that we use to describe 

them such as rough or smooth, dull or shiny.

Rough, dull rock

Smooth, shiny 
metal spoonSee-through 

plastic bottle

Waterproof plastic umbrella
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When scientists describe a material as “hard”, 
it means it is difficult to scratch. A material 
that’s described as “soft” is easy to scratch. 
Let’s investigate!

What happens if you scratch the glass in 
a window with your fingernail?

What happens if you 
scratch a piece 
of chalk?

Which material is hard  
and which is soft?

(The answers are at the bottom of the page.)

A waterproof material 
does not let water 
soak into it. A material 
that’s absorbent soaks 
up water. 

Answer: You probably left no mark on the glass when you scratched it. That’s because glass 
is a hard material. Chalk is a soft material so you were able to scratch it and leave a mark.

Absorbent 
fabric towel 

Rubber tyre  
not absorbent

Metal

Stretchy rubber 
balloon

Tools  
not bendy

Wood
Ben

dy r
ubber hose

       Investigate!Let’s
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smooth see-through absorbent

bendy rough not waterproof shiny

not see-through stiff not absorbent dull

All About Properties

The words above are all properties of materials and objects. 
Choose one word to complete each of the sentences below.

When it rains, an umbrella keeps you dry because 
it is

       This gold ring looks 

A sheet of kitchen roll mops up water because 
it is

                 A wooden spoon isn’t bendy, it is

You can’t see what’s inside because the wrapping 
paper is
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                      A rubber band is

You’ll get wet wearing this sweater in the rain 
because it’s

                 These pieces of rock don’t look shiny.  
                 They look

Rubber boots keep your feet dry because they 
are

                     The bark on these logs feels

The inside of this seashell feels

                       These pipe cleaners are

You can see the juice because the cup 
is
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Choose an object from your home or classroom and draw 
it in the box. Which of the properties words can be used to 
describe your object?
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Properties Words




